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Motivation 

Data released for Arabic Treebank by 

Linguistic Data Consortium in several 

formats, including

 “vocalized” (with-vowel)

 “unvocalized” (without-vowel)

Parsing work so far on unvocalized data

More closely represents “real-world”?

What do unvocalized and vocalized 

really mean in ATB?

What are diacritics? 

And what do they indicate? 

Non-vocalic diacritics 

Ambiguity without short vowels 

 Diacritics and ambiguity: 

Lexical senses 

Diacritics and ambiguity: 

Different POS 

Diacritics and ambiguity: 

Inflectional endings 

Role of diacriticization and the 

life of a token 

Source Token: Source text consists of words 

treated as whitespace-delimited tokens, 

usually lacking diacritic information

POS Token: Annotator’s choice of 

Buckwalter Arabic Morphological Analyzer 

solution, includes morphological 

segmentation of the word and 

vocalization/diacritization of each segment

Treebank Token: POS tokens including 

separation of clitics as necessary

Parser evaluation 

Question of evaluation framework (rather 
than parser results)

Use unvocalized or vocalized forms?

Unvocalized sometimes assumed to be “real-
world” but is not because
 Not an accurate representation of “real-world” data

 Unvocalized = vocalized with diacritics stripped 
out (not necessarily unchanged input data)

 Vocalized = diacritics not in input data, plus some 
orthographic normalization

Roughly 3.7% of tokens include some form of 
orthographic normalization

Example:  

Added consonants in 

unvocalized data 

Example:  

Orthographic normalization 

Linking unvocalized and 

vocalized trees in ATB 

Modified release format of ATB with 
explicit the links between unvocalized
and vocalized trees  maximum 
flexibility for experimentation

 Pointers to original source file to relate 
different annotation levels

 Trees with complex terminals including
• Source token, vocalized and unvocalized

forms, lemma and gloss

• Brings together information previously available 
only by accessing multiple release formats

Conclusion 

To evaluate a parser on “real-world” 

data, the unvocalized form is insufficient

 Already tokenized

Orthographically normalized

Future work on parser evaluation must 

 Take both issues above into account

 Disclose what degree of diacritization is 

chosen for parsing and parser evaluation


